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Excerpt from The Battle of Fontenoy: A Historical Poem If anyone is sceptical about the truth of the horrid acts of the English in Ireland, and
wishes to clear up his doubts, let him read the authorities on the subject for himself and his scepticism will be short-lived. No doubt there are
numbers of good-natured people of various classes in both England and Ireland who cannot bring them selves to conceive it possible that
such crimes could be committed, not believing human iniquity could go so far. But the evidence is overwhelming. Not to speak of the writings
of Catholics, bishops, priests, and laymen, who have described the savage ferocity witnessed in their own times, there is abundant testimony
from Protestant sources of the diabolical crimes perpetrated by the administrators of English misrule in Ireland. The State papers from the
earliest period to the latest, and which are the production of those administrators them selves, prove incontestably that their deeds fell nothing
short of actual deviltry. No savage nation on the war-path ever in?icted such cruel tortures on its enemies or prisoners as the English in
Ireland in?icted on the Irish people. Bishops, priests, and nuns, were special objects of their malevolence. These they persecuted with a
malignant ingenuity, a fertility of inventive cruelty, that could only emanate from the arch fiend himself. There was neither manhood, humanity,
nor honour, to be met with amongst these savage invaders. They belied their man hood and humanity when they massacred women and
children. They were false to every sentiment of honour when, having induced the defenders of fortified places to surrender on the promise of
sparing life, they then slew all indiscriminately, young and old, women and children, combatants and non-combatants, regardless of the
pledges given for their safety the murderers at the same time, exulting in. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
This historic book may have numerous typos and missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned copy of the original book
(without typos) from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1906 edition. Excerpt: ...Missing. Total. Boschlanger's.... 156 201 20 377
Zastrow's 90 209... 299 Spijrken's 65 214... 279 Oberg's 54 155 28 237 Campen's 67 141 2 210 41 The grenadier company went into action
seventy-five strong, and brought only eleven unwounded men to Ath. Both subalterns were killed.--Hist. Record of the 31st Regiment, p. 26.
The Allies' Losses 191 The sister arm suffered less severely. Its casualties were--killed, 168; wounded and missing, 483; or 651 in all, giving
a percentage of 10. Those of the British regiments were 340. The heaviest were incurred by the Royal Horse Guards, who had 11 killed, 49
wounded, and 7 missing. The Hanoverian cavalry, numbering 1200 sabres, returned 311 casualties, or more than 25 percent. The AngloGerman artillery lost 58 of all ranks, from lieutenant to "matross"--nearly 10 per cent. The returns sent to England contain no reference to
Austrian losses. At 10 per cent they would amount to 120. On the left wing 1544 officers and men were put out of action. The fact that our
Dutch allies were deprived of only 6'5 per cent of their strength is sufficient evidence of their lukewarmness. In the light of more recent
experience our loss in officers was not excessive. Lieut.-General Sir James Campbell, commanding the cavalry, and Major-General Hon. H.
Ponsonby were killed; Lord Albemarle, Brigadiers Churchill and Ingoldsby, and Major-General Hon. Charles Howard were wounded--the latter
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in four places. The Guards lost Colonel Carpenter, commanding the brigade as senior field officer, and Lieut.-Colonel Hon. Robert Douglas.
In the line five-colonels or lieutenant-colonels were numbered with the slain. Among the wounded was Lord George Sackville, commanding
the 28th Regiment, afterwards charged with misconduct at Minden....
“A superb read . . . destined to become the go-to book for anyone interested in this long-neglected period of the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars.” —The Napoleon Series To crush the French Revolution, the armies of the First Coalition gathered round France’s
borders, the largest of which was assembled in Flanders. Composed of Anglo-Hanoverian, Dutch, Hessian, Prussian and Imperial Austrian
troops, its aim was to invade France and restore the nobility to what was considered their rightful place. Opposing them was the French
Armée du Nord. In command of the Anglo-Hanoverian contingent was the son of George III, the Duke of York. The campaign was a disaster
for the Coalition forces, particularly during the severe winter of 1794/5 when the troops were forced into a terrible and humiliating retreat.
Britain’s reputation and that of its military leaders was severely diminished, with the forces of the Revolution sweeping all before them on a
tide of popularism. Yet, from this defeat grew an army that under the Duke of Wellington would eventually crush the Revolution’s greatest
general, Napoleon Bonaparte. Of the Flanders Campaign, Wellington, who fought as a junior officer under the Duke of York, remarked that
the experience had at least taught him what not to do. Napoleon Series research editor Steve Brown has produced one of the most insightful,
and much-needed studies of this disastrous but intriguing campaign, with particular focus on the British Army’s contribution. With copious
maps and nineteen appendices including detailed orders of battle, he concludes this important work with an analysis that draws striking, and
significant comparisons with the Flanders campaigns of 1914 and 1940. How history repeats itself . . .
May 1745. After a brief start to the campaign, the French Army under the Mare'chal de Saxe laid siege to Tournai in Flanders. The AngloDutch army came to the aid of the besieged town and fought on unfavorable terrain with, as a result, one of the greatest victories for the
French Army. A military history enthusiast, Denis Gandilhon presents his first book about the strategic and tactical situations of the battle. The
book is illustrated though out with images of the battle and uniform plates.
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps, sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the
quality of these images, so they represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with
these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy.

A disputed succession to the Austrian throne led to general war between the leading powers of Europe in 1740, with France, Spain
and Prussia on one side, and Britain, Habsburg Austria and the Dutch Republic on the other. While fighting occurred across the
globe, the bloodiest battles were fought on the European continent, with none more costly than the battle of Fontenoy in 1745.
Fearing an encirclement of France by a resurgent Habsburg-controlled Austria, the French commander Marshall Saxe planned to
overrun the Austrian Netherlands, thereby dealing a decisive blow against their enemy's ability to wage war. Saxe's army, the
cream of the French military, invaded and set up a defensive position at Fontenoy, near Tournai – daring his enemies to knock him
off his perch. This title, beautifully illustrated with full colour plates, is an in-depth study of the British Duke of Cumberland's attempt
to assault Saxe's position. It focuses on the inability of allied leaders to coordinate their attacks and how Cumberland came within
a whisker of achieving a major victory.
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Irish Brigades Abroad examines the complete history of the Irish regiments in France, Spain, Austria and beyond. Covering the
period from King James II’s reign of the three kingdoms of England, Scotland and Ireland in 1685, until the disbandment of the
Irish Brigades in France and Spain, this book looks at the origins, formation, recruitment and the exploits of the Irish regiments,
including their long years of campaigning from the War of the Grand Alliance in 1688 right through to the Napoleonic Wars in
1815.What emerges is a picture of the old-fashioned virtues of honour, chivalry, integrity and loyalty, of adventure and sacrifice in
the name of a greater cause.
The Battle of Fontenoy marked a turning point in the War of the Austrian Succession, yet it has rarely been analyzed in depth and
the Europe-wide conflict in which it played a part is little understood. James Falkner, in this perceptive and original account, puts
the record straight by describing the fighting in graphic detail and setting it in the context of the sequence of wars that determined
the shape of Europe during the eighteenth century. Great Britain with her Austrian and Dutch allies fought to ensure that Maria
Theresa of Austria should be able to take the throne of the Holy Roman Empire. Ranged against her interests was the might of
Louis XV's France, which strove to weaken Austria by promoting a Bavarian aspirant to the Imperial throne. On 11 May 1745 at
Fontenoy in the Austrian Netherlands the two sides met in a ferocious day-long struggle that changed course of the war. James
Falkner's narrative gives a fascinating insight into the Battle of Fontenoy itself and more widely into the nature of warfare in Europe
250 years ago.
First published in 1987. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Fought on 19 May 1643 between the French army of the Duc d'Enghien and the Spanich army under Francisco de Melo, Rocroi is
probably one of the most controversial battles in the long period of conflict between the kingdoms of France and Spain. The
numerous sources, be they official accounts, memoirs, or correspondence, most often contradict each other. The principal
controversy of this battle, far from being anecdotal, concerns the French right flank, placed under the direct command of Louis II
de Bourbon, the Due d'Enghien. The version generally accepted by historians of French sources affirms that the cavalry of
Gassion overthrew and quickly pushed back the first Spanish companies, eventually defeating them. However, Spanish sources,
defended by historians beyond the Pyrenees, contend that the cavalry of the Due d'Albuquerque, opposing that of Gassion and
Enghien, broke through the squadrons and two infantry regiments of the French advanced guard on two occasions! Thus, there
exist today two battles of Rocroi: the one found in Spanish works and the one found in numerous French works. Reconstructing a
global vision of the battle remains a delicate undertaking. For this reason and to avoid any dubious interpretation, it seemed
necessary to Stephane Thion to include numerous quotations to illustrate the unfolding of this battle. A great study with splendid
military paintings and pictures. Book jacket.
Excerpt from The Henriade; With the Battle of Fontenoy: Dissertations on Man, Law of Nature, Destruction of Lisbon, Temple of Taste, and
Temple of Friendship, From the French of M. De Voltaire; With Notes of All the Commentators The Battle of Fontenoy, which is intensely
national in its spirit, deserves a place among Voltaire's serious poems. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
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thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
Guy Halsall relates warfare to many aspects of medieval life, economy, society and politics.This book recovers its distinctiveness, looking at
warfare in a rounded context in the British Isles and Western Europe between the end of the Roman Empire and the break-up of the
Carolingian Empire. Examining the raising and organization of early medieval armies and looks at the conduct of campaigns, the survey also
includes a study of the equipment of warriors and the horrific experience of battle as well as an analysis of medieval fortifications and siege
warfare. Warfare and Society in the Barbarian West uses historical and archaeological evidence in a rigorous and sophisticated fashion. It
stresses regional variations but also places Anglo-Saxon England in the mainstream of the military developments in this era, and in the
process, provides an outstanding resource for students of all levels.
The action in this novel centers around the battle of Fontenoy in 1745 between the French and English. With flashbacks and side stories, it
becomes a wonderful look at the whole era.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This
work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original
copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other
notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States,
you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction
of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The Wild Geese, Irish soldiers exiled in France at the end of the seventeenth century, gained fame fighting for France on the battlefields of
Europe, India and America in the eighteenth century.

Uncovering the hidden history of poetry written by women in Ireland from 1870 to 1970, this anthology includes more than 180
poems by fifteen women with diverse backgrounds, experiences, and creative aims. Challenging the assumption that women
wrote little poetry of note during this period, this rich and original collection reveals the range of their achievement and the lasting
value of their work. Presented alongside biographical sketches of their authors, the poems span the political and the personal.
From nationalist ballads to modernist lyrics, this book is an essential resource for students and scholars of Irish literature.
Fontenoy and Great Britain's Share in the War of the Austrian Succession, 1741-1748Edinburgh W. BlackwoodThe Henriade; with
the Battle of FontenoyDissertations on Man, Law of Nature, Destruction of Lisbon, Temple of Taste, and Temple of Friendship,
from the French of M. de Voltaire; with Notes of All the CommentatorsThe Battle of Fontenoy 1745Saxe against Cumberland in the
War of the Austrian SuccessionPen and Sword
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"Tells the story of the Irish fighting man with wit, clarity, and scholarship." —Andrew Roberts, author of The Storm of War For
hundreds of years, Irish soldiers have sought their destiny abroad. Wherever they've traveled, whichever side of the battlefield
they've stood, the tales of their exploits have never been forgotten. Leaving his birthplace, the Irish soldier has traveled with hope,
often seeking to bring a liberating revolution to his fellow countrymen. In search of adventure the Fighting Irish have been found in
all corners of the world. Some sailed to America and joined in frontier fighting, others demonstrated their loyalty to their adopted
homeland in the bloody combats of the American Civil War, as well as campaigns against the British Empire in Canada and South
Africa. The Irish soldier can also be found in the thick of war during the twentieth century—facing slaughter at the Somme,
desperate last-stands in the Congo—and, more recently, in Iraq and Afghanistan. In The Fighting Irish, Tim Newark tells their tales
in the dramatic words of the soldiers themselves, gathered from diaries, letters, journals, and interviews with veterans in Ireland
and across the world.
War in the 18th century war was a complex operation, including popular as well as conventional conflict, between Europeans and
with non-Europeans. These conflicts influenced European intellectuals and contributed to the complexity of Enlightenment thought.
While Enlightenment writers regarded war as the greatest evil confronting mankind, they had little hope that it could be eliminated;
thus, peace proposals of the day were joined by more realistic discussion of the means by which war might be limited or rendered
more humane. In this book, the author considers the influence of ideas and values on the actions of Enlightenment military
personnel and how the rational spirit of the time influenced military thought, producing a military enlightenment that applied rational
analysis to military tactics and to the composition of armies. In the late Enlightenment, military writers explored the psychological
foundations of war as a means of stimulating a new military spirit among the troops. The Enlightenment was, however, not the only
cultural influence upon war during this century. Religion, the traditional values of the ancien regime, and local values all
contributed to the culture of force. When Europeans engaged in military encounters with peoples in other parts of the globe,
cultural interchange inevitably occurred as well. Further, there is a revolutionary element that one must consider when defining the
military culture. The result of all these factors was a creative tension in 18th century warfare and an extraordinarily complex
military culture.
This monumental six-volume resource offers engaging entries of major diplomatic, military, and political events driving world
conflicts from ancient times to the present. • Hundreds of concise, chronologically organized entries on major wars, battles,
political events, weapons technologies, and diplomatic initiatives • Essays at roughly 50-year intervals analyzing each era's
defining developments in the evolution of warfare, including changes in tactics, weapons, and other technologies • Sidebars
highlighting hundreds of key individuals in the history of military conflict as well as important developments in weapon systems • A
comprehensive glossary of military terms to help readers understand the language of warfare and weapons • A rich illustration
program of images, drawings, and maps
This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original. This allows us
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to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author intended. Since the original versions are generally quite old,
there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again
for future generations to enjoy!
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